


A new logo identity and EP artwork for 
‘Saint’ by musician Sfven. My aim was 
for the logo to be clear but characterful, 
easily adaptable onto different outputs, 
like tour posters and merchandise. 
I created the EP artwork style to 
have a retro, homely colour palette,  
complementing the contemporary and 
DIY ‘bedroom-pop’ sound.



Logo design

‘Saint’ EP artwork





I created the event identity for Bedlam 
Theatre’s ‘Welcome Week’ in September 
2019. I wanted the visual language to 
be welcoming and exciting in itself, 
enriching the language of the booklet, 
encouraging young people (18-25years) 
to sign up to Bedlam Theatre’s 
membership. 

Initially having the brief of using 
Risograph printing, I then developed 
a bright, celebratory and party-style 
design, using streamers and star motifs 
that are further enhanced by the neon 
colours of Riso. 

BEDLAM THEATRE, EDINBURGH









Responding to the brief set by You 
Can Now, I created a strategy for the 
HMV brand to focus on: promoting and 
celebrating the importance of local 
music communities and music culture. 
This would be carried out through live 
music events, in-store curated sections 
and an online community through social 
media platforms.
 
My visuals aim to bring together the 
beloved heritage of the HMV brand, 
with the progressive and contemporary 
direction it is moving towards. Inspired 
by Colby Printing company and other 
localised letterpress printing systems, I 
created a bold identity that would bring 
a unique presence against other graphic 
communication in urban spaces.

Reimagining HMV for a new generation







HMV’SWAXCLUBRECOMMENDS





Festival branding for small-scale punk/
grunge music festival in Leeds. My 
design aims to visually express the 
fuzziness and audio reverberate of 
amplified music, appropriate for grungey, 
psych and guitar-based music.

gold sounds festival







Beatroots is a student-led music collective 
and club night at Sneaky Pete’s, Edinburgh. 
The visuals were inspired by dynamic, 
rhythmic footwork movements on a dance 
floor, reflecting the expressive, colourful 
space the club night provides. 

BEATROOTS





Together United F.C. was born out of 
the human need for community feeling 
and unity, in a time of unprecedented 
isolation and uncertainty. 

By returning to what really matters in 
football - the people involved and the 
space for togetherness - and matching 
this with its common visual language, 
I have produced a collection of 
memorabilia to offer people a sense of 
belonging and communal identity.

together united f.c.
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